KINDNESS ADVENTURE
COLOR & ACTIVITY GUIDE

NEW SERIES
STREAMING FEB 15

Bea's Block™ and associated characters, design elements are the property of and licensed by Sesame Workshop. ©2024 Sesame Workshop. All rights reserved.
Bea’s Block is a brand-new, animated comedy series, for preschool audiences, centering on compassionate and curious 5-year-old Bea and her two best friends Ty and Lexi.

The trio models kindness through friendship and compassion as they embark on playful adventures in their diverse community, Blocktown. The characters are animated wooden blocks, which allows them to exhibit a unique physical humor as they zip, stack, and hop spreading laughter and joy. The series was created with the educational approach and heart you've come to expect from the trusted makers of Sesame Street.
Coloring Guide

People have different skin colors because of melanin. Melanin is something we each have inside our bodies that makes the skin on the outside the color that it is. The more melanin you have the darker your skin looks. The color of our skin is an important part of who we are, and we should all know that it’s ok that we look different in so very many ways. Things on the outside like our skin color, hair texture, our noses, our mouths, and eyes makes us who we are. Many people call that race, and even though we look different we are part of the human race.

People of every skin color are kind and can be a good friend! On the next page, see each crayon next to Bea, Lexi, Ty, and Danny and find the crayons that match so that you can color in your friends.
Meet the Kindness Club

The color of your skin is beautiful and unique! Look at each character and find a crayon to match each character’s skin color. The color of our skin makes each of us special.

This is Bea!
"I have beautiful brown skin."
Which crayon will you use to match Bea’s skin color?

This is Ty!
"I have beautiful dark brown skin."
Which crayon will you use to match Ty’s skin color?

This is Lexi!
"I have beautiful sunny tan skin."
Which crayon will you use to match Lexi’s skin color?

This is Danny!
"I have beautiful tan skin."
Which crayon will you use to match Danny’s skin color?
"It’s Bea. Here to be kind. What’s on your mind?"
Color in your new friend, Bea!

"I have beautiful brown skin."
Which crayon will you use to match Bea’s skin color?
Talk about friendship!
What makes someone a good friend?
Draw something kind you've done for a friend.
Draw something kind a friend has done for you.
Be kind and invite a friend to play tic-tac-toe!
Take turns making X’s and O’s and try to get three in a row.
Today’s Kindness Adventure!
Danny dropped his ice cream cone. Be kind and trace the path to help Bea find Danny so she can give him a new one!
Connect the dots!
Ty likes to build his own inventions to solve problems and help his family and friends. What kind of invention could he make using this bucket?
This is Danny!
Color in your new friend, Danny!

"I have beautiful tan skin."
Which crayon will you use to match Danny's skin color?
Draw lines to connect the matching characters of Ty, Bea, Danny, and Lexi!
Today’s Kindness Adventure!
Be kind and help Bea get to the library!
It’s fun to read books with your friends.
Bea, Ty, and Danny helped design a playground that was fun for everybody. Design your own park below! What would you have in your park?
"You’ve got Ty. Hey there. Hi."

Color in your new friend, Ty!

"I have beautiful dark brown skin."

Which crayon will you use to match Ty's skin color?
Today’s Kindness Adventure!
Ty’s blocketball is deflated! Be kind and help Bea find Ty so she can inflate his blocketball.
Lexi loves and cares for many animals. What is your favorite animal? Draw it below!
How Am I Feeling?

Big feelings are okay! This coloring page can help you name, show, and talk about your feelings anytime. Draw how you look when you are having a big feeling — like happy, surprised, afraid, or angry.
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Today's Kindness Adventure!
Lexi fell off her scooter! Be kind and trace the path to help Bea find Lexi so she can give her a bandage!
Bea likes to sing and play the guitar for her family and friends.
Draw your favorite instrument!
"Lexi, here. Loud and clear."
Color in your new friend, Lexi!

"I have beautiful sunny tan skin."
Which crayon will you use to match Lexi’s skin color?
Today’s Kindness Adventure!
Bea needs help with her water bottle rocket launcher. Be kind and trace the path to help Lexi, Ty, and Danny get the water bottles to Bea.
Bea is thankful for her family and friends.  
Draw some of the things and people you’re thankful for!